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In this 1 minute video, Ralph Hobbs briefly discusses the significance of the work of Tjawina 
Porter Nampitjinpa whose messages from history are the embodiment of indigenous art – 

ethnographic in composition, spiritual and sacred in their messages. 

Click on image to view video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zfp-cgcFoj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvYU7oKukig&feature=youtu.be


 

Tjawina Porter Nampitjinpa’s artworks hold a 

historical truth that has a direct lineage to the 

traditions of the ‘old days’. Her paintings stem 

from a time when orientating your way around 

the sand dunes of the interior and knowing the 

stories of the Tjukurrpa (the Dreaming) was not 

just a way of life; indeed it was the absolute, the 

essence of staying alive.  

After many years of painting and exhibiting, 

Tjawina has developed an individual and 

recognisable style attractive to national and 

international collectors. Her work possesses a 

spiritual power that cannot be ignored in the 

broader review of Australian culture.

To place the artist’s work in context, it is important to understand that over the centuries, Australian 

indigenous art has morphed through many incarnations. Initially observed as an Antipodean 

curiosity, it belied its powerful genesis in its raw Tribal Law. Over time, artworks by many of the 

great indigenous painters have become renowned aesthetic art objects adorning the walls of the 

world’s greatest galleries. Ultimately, the movement has had a unique impact on Western art history 

and indeed, the art market.  Her messages from history are the embodiment of indigenous art – 

ethnographic in composition, spiritual and sacred in their messages. For her, there is little difference 

between song, dance and painting; it is all about communicating her history. She has entrusted her 

life and her history to us, forever woven into beautiful paintings such as this. As the ancient Roman 

philosopher Lucius Seneca is reputed to have said: Life is short, but art is long. Never is this ancient 

piece of critical prose more apt than in the paintings from artists like Tjawina Porter Nampitjinpa. 

TJAWINA PORTER 
NAMPITJINPA

B. circa 1948 
Yumara, north of Docker River, WA 
Language: Ngaanyatjarra
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Installation Image



Documentation from the pages of Ralph Hobbs’ 
sketchbook of time spent with Tjawina Porter near Docker 

River, WA in 2009
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Hunting with Tjawina Porter


